Draw your own Arlo the Lion!
Follow the 10 simple steps below to draw your own Arlo the Lion.

1. Draw a hat shape in the middle of your piece of paper, like this . . .
2. Draw a wonky rectangle coming out of the hat, just like this!
3. Draw two wellington boot shapes under the hat, just like you can see here!
4. Draw two curvy lines with a blob at the top end. This will be Arlo’s tail!
5. It’s time for Arlo’s mane! Draw a wobbly shape on top of your wonky rectangle, the wobblier the better!
6. Now it’s time to add Arlo’s nose, eyes and big friendly smile!
7. At this point you can add in a few more details. He’s really looking like a lion now!
8. Now colour in his body and his face! This bit is really fun! Scribble in his shaggy mane with lively gold, brown, copper, red and green shades.
9. Finally, go over your pencil lines to highlight his eyes, nose and smile . . .
10. Then give Arlo lots of beautiful long whiskers! Then – have a really big roar to yourself! You’ve drawn your very own Arlo!